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“Particle” and “Field” in physics 

Particle is a lump of the field with higher energy and momentum. 

Particle can be created and annihilated.  

Particle has a finite lifetime  How to make the particle stable ?	

Classical particle	 Particle in field theory 	



Mapping to  
a sphere 

The integral of the solid angle  
= topological number  
   How many times the mapping 
   wrap the unit sphere 	

Skyrmion as a topologically protected particle in magnets 

Skyrmion spin configuration 

Topological stability of skyrmion 
 as long as spins vary slowly 

a model for hardon T.H.R. Skyrme  1962  

DM interaction 



Coupled dynamics of conduction electrons and Skyrmion	

Effective EMF due to spin texture  
acting on conduction electrons	

Coupling term	

Boltzmann equation	

LLG  equation	

Lorentz force	

J.D.Zang, J.H. Han, M.Mostovoy, and N.N.	

Spin transfer torque	





c.f.	

for domain wall motion 	



Simulation of Skyrmion motion 	

HL	 SkX	 FM	

Magnetic field 	

Impurity pinning due to single spin easy axis anisotropy	

spin transfer torque	





J. Iwasaki, M. Mchizuki, and N.N.  Nature Commun. 2013	





Analysis of the Skyrmion motion by Thiele equation	

current	 Sk velocity	

Topological number	

What is the equation of motion of skyrmion ?	

G=0 for domain wall !	

K. Everschor et al.,  PRB 2012 
T. Schulz et al,  Nat. Phys. 2012 
Shi-Zeng Lin et al., 2013	



reduced pinning force for Sk	



A.Rosch  Nature Nanotechnology	



skyrmion 
= particle 

anti-skyrmion 
= anti particle 

m: vorticity     γ: helicity	



1.  Skyrmion as topological particle in magnets  

2.  Skyrmion physics in magnets 

     ・conduction electron  

         topological Hall effects,　electromagnetic induction  

     ・current-driven motion of skyrmion 

         novel dynamics of skyrmion    non-Newtonian particle 

         skyrmion circuits and “skyrmionics”    

         hadron-meson physics and simulation for universe         

                           Emergent electromagnetism in solids 

Conclusions	


